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Technics and Civilization first presented its compelling history of the machine and critical study
of its effects on civilization in 1934—before television, the personal computer, and the Internet
even appeared on our periphery. Drawing upon art, science, philosophy, and the history of
culture, Lewis Mumford explained the origin of the machine age and traced its social results,
asserting that the development of modern technology had its roots in the Middle Ages rather
than the Industrial Revolution. Mumford sagely argued that it was the moral, economic, and
political choices we made, not the machines that we used, that determined our then industrially
driven economy. Equal parts powerful history and polemic criticism, Technics and Civilization
was the first comprehensive attempt in English to portray the development of the machine age
over the last thousand years—and to predict the pull the technological still holds over us today.
“The questions posed in the first paragraph of Technics and Civilization still deserve our
attention, nearly three quarters of a century after they were written.”—Journal of Technology
and Culture
My iPad 2 offers a full-color, fully illustrated, four-color step-by-step resource to using your iPad
2, the latest model from Apple that boasts a new faster processor and two video cameras.
Each task is stepped through with corresponding visuals that are numbered to match the step
they are referred by. Notes and sidebars give additional insight into using the iPad 2 without
requiring you to sort through paragraphs of text to find the information you want. Tasks are
clearly titled to help you quickly and easily find things you want to accomplish on your iPad 2.
Everything from setup and configuration to using apps like Pages and Maps is clearly
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illustrated and easy to follow. Learn how to use the iPad 2's two cameras to take pictures and
video, and share them with friends or chat with them live. • Connect your iPad to your Wi-Fi
network and 3G networks • Take video with the front and rear camera • Video chat with your
friends • Stream audio and video to Apple TV and other devices • Synchronize data between
your computer and iPad • Watch movies, TV shows, YouTube, or home videos • Surf the Web
and email • Download apps to make your iPad even more useful • Create documents and
spreadsheets • Build and display presentations • Find locations and get directions • Find the
best games • Connect keyboards, cameras, and external displays
This manual takes the mystery out of Second-Generation On-Board Diagnostic Systems
allowing you to understand your vehicles OBD-II sytem, plus what to do when the "Check
Engine" light comes on, from reading the code to diagnosing and fixing the problem. Includes a
comprehensive list of computer codes. Computer-controlled car repair made easy! For all car
and light truck models manufactured since 1996. Understand your vehicle's On-Board
Diagnostic system How to deal with that "Check Engine" light--from reading the code to
diagnosing and fixing the problem Comprehensive computer codes list Diagnostic tools:
Powertrain management fundamentals OBD-II "monitors" explained Generic trouble codes that
cover all models! Manufacturer-specific trouble codes for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota/Lexus
and Honda/Acura vehicles Let your car's computer help you find the problem! Component
replacement procedures Glossary and acronym list Fully illustrated with over 250 photographs
and drawings
Global Gifts considers the role that the circulation of material culture played in the
establishment of early modern global diplomacy.
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The Getty Research Journal showcases the remarkable original research underway at the
Getty. Articles explore the rich collections of the J. Paul Getty Museum and Research Institute,
as well as the Research Institute's research projects and annual theme of its scholar program.
Shorter texts highlight new acquisitions and discoveries in the collections, and focus on the
diverse tools for scholarship being developed at the Research Institute. This issue includes
essays by Scott Allan, Adriano Amendola, Valérie Bajou, Alessia Frassani, Alden R. Gordon,
Natilee Harren, Sigrid Hofer, Christopher R. Lakey, Vimalin Rujivacharakul, and David
Saunders; the short texts examine a Nuremberg festival book, translations of a seventeenthcentury rhyming inventory, the print innovations of Maria Sibylla Merian, Karl Schneider's
Sears designs, Clement Greenberg's copy of T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, the Marcia Tucker
papers, a mail art project by William Pope.L, the L.A. Art Girls' reinvention of Allan Kaprow's
Fluids, and Jennifer Bornstein's investigations into the archives of women performance artists.
During Napoleon's rule, Freemasonic circles in France invented rituals that allegedly first took
place in the temple structures of ancient Egypt. This book looks at the cultural environment and
intellectual background of one such pseudo-Egyptian secret society, the Sacred Order of the
Sophisians.

A precise analysis of biogenic amines is important as an indicator of food freshness or
spoilage that can cause serious toxicity. This book provides comprehensive
background information on biogenic amines and their occurrence in various foods and
drinks such as fermented and non-fermented sausages and fish products, cheeses,
vegetables and beverages, e.g. beer, cider and wine. It gives a detailed description of
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both the established analytical methods and the emerging technologies for the analysis
of them. As the first book on the detection of biogenic amines in all types of food, it
provides help to get a better understanding of the risks associated with biogenic amines
and how to avoid them. It serves as an excellent and up-to-date reference for food
scientists, food chemists and food safety professionals.
Globalism is often discussed using abstract terms, such as ‘networks’ or ‘flows’ and
usually in relation to recent history. Global Design History moves us past this limited
view of globalism, broadening our sense of this key term in history and theory.
Individual chapters focus our attention on objects, and the stories they can tell us about
cultural interactions on a global scale. They place these concrete things into contexts,
such as trade, empire, mediation, and various forms of design practice. Among the
varied topics included are: the global underpinnings of Renaissance material culture the
trade of Indian cottons in the eighteenth-century the Japanese tea ceremony as a case
of ‘import substitution’ German design in the context of empire handcrafted modernist
furniture in Turkey Australian fashions employing ‘ethnic’ motifs an experimental UKGhanaian design partnership Chinese social networking websites the international
circulation of contemporary architects. Featuring work from leading design historians,
each chapter is paired with a ‘response’, designed to expand the discussion and test
the methodologies on offer. An extensive bibliography and resource guide will also aid
further research, providing students with a user friendly model for approaches to global
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design. Global Design History will be useful for upper-level undergraduate and
postgraduate students, academics and researchers in design history and art history,
and related subjects such as anthropology, craft studies and cultural geography.
In the early days of the Civil War, rumors of gold in the frozen Klondike brought hordes
of newcomers to the Pacific Northwest. Anxious to compete, Russian prospectors
commissioned inventor Leviticus Blue to create a great machine that could mine
through Alaska's ice. Thus was Dr. Blue's Incredible Bone-Shaking Drill Engine born.
But on its first test run the Boneshaker went terribly awry, destroying several blocks of
downtown Seattle and unearthing a subterranean vein of blight gas that turned anyone
who breathed it into the living dead. Now it is sixteen years later, and a wall has been
built to enclose the devastated and toxic city. Just beyond it lives Blue's widow, Briar
Wilkes. Life is hard with a ruined reputation and a teenaged boy to support, but she and
Ezekiel are managing. Until Ezekiel undertakes a secret crusade to rewrite history. His
quest will take him under the wall and into a city teeming with ravenous undead, air
pirates, criminal overlords, and heavily armed refugees. And only Briar can bring him
out alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Publisher Description
This fundamental work explains in detail systems for active safety and driver
assistance, considering both their structure and their function. These include the wellPage 5/15
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known standard systems such as Anti-lock braking system (ABS), Electronic Stability
Control (ESC) or Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). But it includes also new systems for
protecting collisions protection, for changing the lane, or for convenient parking. The
book aims at giving a complete picture focusing on the entire system. First, it describes
the components which are necessary for assistance systems, such as sensors,
actuators, mechatronic subsystems, and control elements. Then, it explains key
features for the user-friendly design of human-machine interfaces between driver and
assistance system. Finally, important characteristic features of driver assistance
systems for particular vehicles are presented: Systems for commercial vehicles and
motorcycles.
Accompanying CD-ROM contains: digital reproduction of Fra Mauro's world map with
the ability to navigate within the map and extract information from it.

The Wiley-Interscience Paperback Series consists of selected booksthat have
been made more accessible to consumers in an effort toincrease global appeal
and general circulation. With these newunabridged softcover volumes, Wiley
hopes to extend the lives ofthese works by making them available to future
generations ofstatisticians, mathematicians, and scientists. "This text is unique in
bringing together so many resultshitherto found only in part in other texts and
papers. . . . Thetext is fairly self-contained, inclusive of some basic
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mathematicalresults needed, and provides a rich diet of examples,
applications,and exercises. The bibliographical material at the end of
eachchapter is excellent, not only from a historical perspective, butbecause it is
valuable for researchers in acquiring a goodperspective of the MDP research
potential." —Zentralblatt fur Mathematik ". . . it is of great value to advanced-level
students,researchers, and professional practitioners of this field to havenow a
complete volume (with more than 600 pages) devoted to thistopic. . . . Markov
Decision Processes: Discrete Stochastic DynamicProgramming represents an upto-date, unified, and rigoroustreatment of theoretical and computational aspects
of discrete-timeMarkov decision processes." —Journal of the American Statistical
Association
"Two introductory essays trace the development of Italian art glass within the
context of European glassmaking as a whole and examine the intimate world of
glass manufacturing on Murano, with its unique combination of tradition and
innovation. The superb color plates reproduce work by all the major designers
and manufacturers. Italian art glass is not synonymous with Murano, however,
and a notable feature of the book is the marvelous work produced in Milan by
Erwin Burger and the firm Fontana Arte."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Surveys the world of place branding and marketing and offers readers an
illuminating overview of the state-of-the-art of place branding principles, practices
and processes
First published in 1956, Allen Ginsberg's Howl is a prophetic masterpiece—an
epic raging against dehumanizing society that overcame censorship trials and
obscenity charges to become one of the most widely read poems of the century.
This annotated version of Ginsberg's classic is the poet's own re-creation of the
revolutionary work's composition process—as well as a treasure trove of
anecdotes, an intimate look at the poet's writing techniques, and a veritable
social history of the 1950s.
Moving to a new Amish settlement in small-town Colorado was a brave new start
for independent-minded quiltmaker Esther Kiem. But helping her reckless relative
will really put her special matchmaking skills to the test . . . Mischievous and
rebellious, young Ben Kiem is making the wrong kind of name for himself
throughout the town of Byler. And even though his sister-in-law, Esther,
somehow coaxes him into keeping company with sensible Linda Eicher, Ben
can’t see anything they have in common. Or that he could ever be good enough
for someone like her. But Linda’s down-to-earth nature and unexpected
understanding have Ben trying his best to be better, no matter how challenging . .
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. Linda couldn’t be more surprised when Ben turns out to be caring and helpful,
despite his rowdy pranks and bad-news friends. And falling in love with him
suddenly seems just right. But when a heartbreaking misunderstanding comes
between them, both she and Ben must risk enough to trust, stitch the pieces back
together—and dare a forever precious happiness. Praise for Jennifer Beckstrand
and Abraham “This is an endearing romance that fans of Wanda Brunstetter will
love.” —Publishers Weekly
Cognitive Load Measurement and Application provides up-to-date research and
theory on the functional role of cognitive load measurement and its application in
multimedia and visual learning. Grounded in a sound theoretical framework, this
edited volume introduces methodologies and strategies that effect high-quality
cognitive load measurement in learning. Case studies are provided to aid readers
in comprehension and application within various learning situations, and the book
concludes with a review of the possible future directions of the discipline.
The first book to summarize the applications of CAFM as the most important method in
the study of electronic properties of materials and devices at the nanoscale. To provide
a global perspective, the chapters are written by leading researchers and application
scientists from all over the world and cover novel strategies, configurations and setups
where new information will be obtained with the help of CAFM. With its substantial
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content and logical structure, this is a valuable reference for researchers working with
CAFM or planning to use it in their own fields of research.
Revised by the American Medical Association (AMA), Graduate Medical Education
Directory, 2012-2013 (Green Book) contains comprehensive information on 9,000
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education-accredited programs (GME) in
the United States, including Residency, Fellowship, and Combined programs, plus
residency application and career-planning resources. Revisions and updates:
specialty/subspecialty information, Match data, 215 new programs, and 3,000 teaching
institutions.
Planning algorithms are impacting technical disciplines and industries around the world,
including robotics, computer-aided design, manufacturing, computer graphics,
aerospace applications, drug design, and protein folding. This coherent and
comprehensive book unifies material from several sources, including robotics, control
theory, artificial intelligence, and algorithms. The treatment is centered on robot motion
planning, but integrates material on planning in discrete spaces. A major part of the
book is devoted to planning under uncertainty, including decision theory, Markov
decision processes, and information spaces, which are the 'configuration spaces' of all
sensor-based planning problems. The last part of the book delves into planning under
differential constraints that arise when automating the motions of virtually any
mechanical system. This text and reference is intended for students, engineers, and
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researchers in robotics, artificial intelligence, and control theory as well as computer
graphics, algorithms, and computational biology.
A descendant of a late-seventeenth-century master glassblower who sold closely
guarded secrets about how to make mirrors leaves her unhappy life in London to follow
in her ancestor's footsteps in Venice, an endeavor for which she finds her fate
inextricably linked to his. Original.
This book presents the latest advances in modeling and simulation for human factors
research. It reports on cutting-edge simulators such as virtual and augmented reality,
multisensory environments, and modeling and simulation methods used in various
applications, including surgery, military operations, occupational safety, sports training,
education, transportation and robotics. Based on two AHFE 2020 Virtual Conferences
such as the AHFE 2020 Virtual Conference on Human Factors and Simulation and the
AHFE 2020 Virtual Conference on Digital Human Modeling and Applied Optimization,
held on July 16–20, 2020, the book serves as a timely reference guide for researchers
and practitioners developing new modeling and simulation tools for analyzing or
improving human performance. It also offers a unique resource for modelers seeking
insights into human factors research and more feasible and reliable computational tools
to foster advances in this exciting field.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Small Great Things and the modern
classics My Sister’s Keeper, The Storyteller, and more, comes a “complex,
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compassionate, and smart” (The Washington Post) novel about a family torn apart by a
murder accusation. When your son can’t look you in the eye…does that mean he’s
guilty? Jacob Hunt is a teen with Asperger’s syndrome. He’s hopeless at reading
social cues or expressing himself well to others, though he is brilliant in many ways. He
has a special focus on one subject—forensic analysis. A police scanner in his room
clues him in to crime scenes, and he’s always showing up and telling the cops what to
do. And he’s usually right. But when Jacob’s small hometown is rocked by a terrible
murder, law enforcement comes to him. Jacob’s behaviors are hallmark Asperger’s,
but they look a lot like guilt to the local police. Suddenly the Hunt family, who only want
to fit in, are thrust directly in the spotlight. For Jacob’s mother, it’s a brutal reminder of
the intolerance and misunderstanding that always threaten her family. For his brother,
it’s another indication why nothing is normal because of Jacob. And for the frightened
small town, the soul-searing question looms: Did Jacob commit murder? House Rules
is “a provocative story in which [Picoult] explores the pain of trying to comprehend the
people we love—and reminds us that the truth often travels in disguise” (People).
With the proliferation of information on the World Wide Web and in other networked
environments, one of the main things that users search for are images of works of art and
architecture. End-users generally try to search for images by subject, a process that often
proves unsatisfactory and frustrating. Cataloging images of works of art has always been
challenging, but now that end-users need only have access to the Internet, the challenge is
more daunting than ever. This illustrated book on using metadata standards and controlled
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vocabularies to catalog and provide accurate end-user access to images of works of art also
focuses on decisions that must be made about the arrangement of visual records, descriptive
principles and methodologies, and requirements for access. Introduction to Art Image Access
addresses the issues that underlie a visual collection to make it accessible in an electronic
environment. A glossary, selected bibliography, and list of acronyms and URLS are included.
Venice has developed into a Mecca for international architects in the last few decades. The
elite of contemporary architecture gather to celebrate the most prestigious architecture
exhibition of our time at the Biennale in the shadows of St. Mark's Place, the Rialto Bridge and
the Doge's Palace. It is all the more amazing that there is no current guide which covers the
modern architecture of the largest open-air-museum in the world. This Architectural Guide is a
ticket to a journey of discovery off the beaten tourist path through Venice after 1950. The boat
trips and walks in the guide lead to new residential complexes and converted harbour sheds, to
works by Carlo Scarpa, Tadao Ando and David Chipperfield. This very practical travel guide
also examines controversial new projects like the flood control barriers or spectacular
conversions like that of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi by Rem Koolhaas. In addition to never
realised designs by Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn, the authors present all
the Biennale pavilions from the last six decades.
The definitive guide to eating well to achieve optimum health and fitness, by one of the world's
finest chefs and fitness fanatic, Gordon Ramsay. Gordon Ramsay knows how important it is to
eat well, whether you're training for a marathon or just trying to live healthier. And just because
it's healthy food, doesn't mean you have to compromise on taste and flavor. As a Michelin-star
super-chef who is also a committed athlete, Gordon Ramsay shares his go-to recipes for when
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he wants to eat well at home. HEALTHY, LEAN & FIT provides readers with 108 delicious
recipes divided into three sections--each one offering breakfasts, lunches, dinners, sides, and
snacks--highlighting different health-boosting benefits. The Healthy section consists of
nourishing recipes for general well-being; the Lean section encourage healthy weight loss; and
the Fit section features recipes to fuel your next workout and post-workout dishes to build
continued strength and energy. Whatever your personal goals, these dishes will inspire you to
get cooking and improve your own health.
Inspired by a suffragist ancestor who starved herself to promote the integration of Cambridge
University, Evie refuses to marry and Dorothy defies a ban on photographing the bodies of her
dead Iraq War soldier sons, a choice that embarrasses Dorothy's dau
Check out the weird and wonderful facts in this massive encyclopedia of alphabetized oddities:
HUMANS ARE THE ONLY ANIMALS THAT ENJOY SPICY FOOD (there’s a reason no one
sells Tabasco-flavored cat food). NAPPING CAN SAVE YOU FROM A HEART ATTACK
(assuming you are not operating heavy machinery at the time). PSYCHOLOGISTS CAN
ASSESS YOUR PERSONALITY FROM HOW YOU DIP FRIES IN KETCHUP (nice fries,
sociopath). SURFING THE INTERNET ACTUALLY MAKES YOU SMARTER (but not as smart
as reading this book will). Now the next time someone tells you smugly that Pluto isn’t a
planet, you can counter with any one of these hundreds of weird facts and remain king or
queen of the cocktail (or kegger) chatter.
The first description of voice quality production in forty years, this book provides a new
framework for its study: The Laryngeal Articulator Model. Informed by instrumental
examinations of the laryngeal articulatory mechanism, it revises our understanding of
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articulatory postures to explain the actions, vibrations and resonances generated in the
epilarynx and pharynx. It focuses on the long-term auditory-articulatory component of accent in
the languages of the world, explaining how voice quality relates to segmental and syllabic
sounds. Phonetic illustrations of phonation types and of laryngeal and oral vocal tract
articulatory postures are provided. Extensive video and audio material is available on a
companion website. The book presents computational simulations, the laryngeal and voice
quality foundations of infant speech acquisition, speech/voice disorders and surgeries that
entail compensatory laryngeal articulator adjustment, and an exploration of the role of voice
quality in sound change and of the larynx in the evolution of speech.
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